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Chris Jones tastes success at Donington
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The 2022 Vinyl Detail ST-XR Challenge continued on 9th and 10th July with the fourth
meeting of the season – a Double Header at Donington Park.
The weather was hot… and so was the action out on track, particularly as the high track
temperatures put a tremendous load on the tyres.
Once again, we shared track time with the Honda Civic Challenge. Qualifying took place on
Saturday afternoon while 2 x 15 minute races were staged on Sunday.
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QUALIFYING

PREPARED FOR ACTION

Qualifying was manic! Including the Civics,
there were 25 cars out on track with the high
afternoon temperatures causing everyone’s
tyres to quickly go off and sapping engine
power. The marshals were kept busy waving
their yellow and even red flags.
At the end of the session, the 8 fastest Fiesta STs
were covered by half a second! Furthermore,
Chris Chisnall was on pole for the first time
since he began racing in the Vinyl Detail STXR Challenge.
Since the last meeting at Anglesey, Chisnall
had switched from the Tensport Performance
hire car to his own ex-Jordan Shorrock Fiesta.
This was the first time he had driven his new
motor and he clearly liked it as he put it on pole
position! Having initially been following Sam
Beckett and Matt Pimlott, Chisnall dropped
back to create some space. He then got his
head down and gave it his maximum!
It was a huge surprise to Chisnall when he
learnt he had set the fastest time. He thought
he had been running well but had been
discussing getting into the 1:26s with Tensport
Performance team manager, Chris Grimes, so
to take pole with a 1:27.1 was a pleasant shock.
Second fastest was another driver much higher
up the grid than usual in the shape of Matt
Pimlott. But it could have easily been Michael
Blackburn ahead of these two drivers…
Last November, the final rounds of the 2021
championship were staged at Donington Park
and Blackburn’s hopes of taking the title were
stymied by a lack of front-end grip. These
problems were there again at this meeting – in
fact he reported the car felt “pretty awful” with
a general lack of grip.
Blackburn’s first flying lap was about 2 seconds
slower than his best from last year and he
immediately knew there was no way he could
match that time. However, his pit board kept
showing P1 so he just concentrated on trying
to keep things neat and tidy.

Chris Chisnall prepares to qualify his newly
acquired Fiesta. He would be amazed when
he set the fastest time

He was on a lap a quarter of a second quicker
than his best when heading onto the start/
finish straight he couldn’t change gear so the
lap time disappeared. He pulled over into the
pit exit in an attempt to get out of the way but
Race Control felt the car was in a dangerous
position and called for the red flags.
The gear linkage rubber had disintegrated on
Blackburn’s car. This was an easy repair which
could be made before the following day’s
races. He was relieved to discover that when
the session restarted, only 2 cars went faster
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than him.
Chris Grimes was another who was very unhappy with
the way his car was handling although when he got
back to paddock he discovered that everyone else was
experiencing the same problems. Fourth on the final
classification was a very pleasant surprise to him. His
smile was even broader when he heard that the car his
prepared for Chris Chisnall was on pole!
When qualifying resumed after the red flag, Chris
Jones believed he had figured out how to drive around
the problems that the hot conditions posed but there
were too many yellow flags for him to set a fast lap. He
was happy with fifth nonetheless. Mark Blunt would
line up alongside him for race 1.
The final 2 cars to get within half a second of pole were
in the hands of Sam Beckett and Daniel Robinson. Like
everyone else, Beckett was struggling with understeer
which may have been made worse in his case by the
oil leaking from his gearbox!
Chris Lindley had never raced in such hot conditions.
He was ninth fastest with the only entry in Class A, the
XR2 of Simon Robinson, completing the Top Ten.
Given the lap times he achieved at Donington last
season, Robinson wasn’t expecting too much from
the weekend but wanted to have a run in his car
anyway. Ten minutes into the session, his expectations
reduced further when he over-revved his engine on a
downchange and bent 3 valves.
In recent years, there have been a number of times
when Robinson has had to drive from circuits all over
the country to pick up parts from his brother, Mark’s,
garage in North Wales. That was the story again
this time around as he didn’t have any replacement
valves. While Mark stayed at Donington to strip the
XR2s engine, Simon set off on another road trip
with his nephew, Daniel Robinson, and Chris Jones.
They stopped off at Jones’ place in Cheshire to get
additional bits and pieces.
They then dashed back to the circuit to rebuild the
engine. It was half 1 in the morning before the power
unit was up and running once more. Simon was most
grateful to all who helped him.

Simon Robinson ended qualifying with 3 bent
valves in his engine which prompted a road trip
to North Wales
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RACE 1

GAME OF PATIENCE

Chris Jones (27) patiently looks after his tyes
before successfully challenging Michael
Blackburn (55) for the lead later in the race

For the two unexpected occupants of the front row, the
start was something of an anti-climax. On the outside
of the front row, the gearbox problems which thwarted
Matt Pimlott at Anglesey returned as he accelerated
away from the grid causing him to lose several places
by the time he reached Redgate.
Meanwhile, when he attempted to set off, pole-sitter
Chris Chisnall hadn’t dialled in enough revs and had to
dip the clutch again to properly get going.
These dramas for the front row starters meant a good
launch from third on the grid for Michael Blackburn
allowed him to take the lead down the inside at Redgate
leaving Chisnall to fend off Chris Jones around the
outside of the first corner before settling into second
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place down the Craner Curves.
From fourth on the grid, Mark Blunt had to jink around
the slow starting Pimlott. He slotted in behind Jones at
Redgate while his mirrors were filled by the Tensport
Performance team mates – Chris Grimes and Sam
Beckett – who were side by side contesting fifth.
Indeed, Grimes and Beckett were door handle to door
handle for pretty much the whole lap with Beckett
finally claiming the place at Coppice having been on the
outside line around most of the track. Having caused a
crash that took a trio of cars out of the opening race at
Anglesey, Grimes was feeling very cautious throughout
this encounter having spent the intervening 3 weeks
musing on what he could have done differently.

Out front, Blackburn was already breaking away
down Starkey’s Straight and Jones wasted no time in
passing Chisnall to take second with an incisive pass at
McLean’s. He then set off in pursuit of the leader.
Being passed cost Chisnall some momentum and he
had to fend off Blunt at Coppice. This compromised
their speed onto the Exhibition Straight and by the
time they reached The Esses, Beckett was trying to take
fourth from Blunt. He failed, but he was driving well
and finding a really good rhythm so he wasn’t going to
be denied for long. In fact, he was up to fourth at the
very next corner – Redgate – with a neat move down
the inside. Then he repeated the manoeuvre at the
start of the next lap to take third from Chisnall.

Although the cooler conditions meant Blackburn’s
understeer was less prevalent, it was still there. With a
few drivers being penalised during qualifying for track
limit infringements he decided to carry less speed
into the corners to avoid running wide on the exit and
getting his name in lights up in Race Control. Despite
the compromised approach he wasn’t challenged by
the man in second place as Jones was taking things
steady to look after his tyres in the conditions which
were still hot compared to a normal British Summer.
As lap 3 ended, Blunt was right on the tail of Chisnall
forcing him to take the inside as he approached Redgate.
Blunt switched to the conventional line allowing him to
carry more speed through the corner and claim fourth
at Hollywood.
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Their battling gave Beckett some breathing space which
enabled him to close in on second place. Jones was
concerned that Blackburn may pull away from him if he
had to defend his position from Beckett therefore he
decided it was time to press on.
The reigning champion found that the changes he had
made overnight following qualifying had really worked
and the car was handling much more to his liking,
especially as the weather was cooler.
He closed in on the leader, Blackburn, and shaped to
make a move on lap 6 at Redgate. Because the leader
didn’t defend, when Jones was within striking range at
the same corner on the following circuit he decided to
go for it and dived down the inside. As the leader took
the racing line, the 2 cars were about to meet at the
apex but Blackburn saw his rival coming through at the
last moment. He took avoiding action but there was still
a clash of mirrors.
Jones emerged ahead and got his head down to take
victory by a couple of seconds. Blackburn didn’t have
the pace to launch a counter attack and brought his car
home in the runner-up position. These two were the
only ones not to be lapped by the lead Honda Civic.
The threat to Blackburn from Beckett evaporated when
he ran wide exiting The Esses allowing Blunt to take
third down the pits straight.
To drop out of a podium position so abruptly had a
negative impact on Beckett’s demeanour and he began
trying too hard triggering understeer. Chisnall almost
drew alongside him on the run to McLean’s. With Grimes
filling Chisnall’s mirrors, this was a 4-way battle for the
final place on the podium.
At the end of the lap, Beckett had a look down the
inside of Blunt at The Esses but decided against it. This
cost him momentum down the pits straight and Chisnall
drew alongside but Grimes got the run on both of the
cars ahead and when Redgate was reached Blunt had a
few length’s advantage over Beckett who now had team
mate Grimes on his back bumper instead of Chisnall.
Grimes put Beckett under intense pressure but the
memories of the Anglesey crash may have made him
reluctant to commit to a passing attempt. Then at
Redgate on the final lap, Chisnall ambushed the pair
of them to take fourth. Beckett ran wide as the move
unfolded allowing Grimes to draw alongside but Beckett
refused to yield down the Craner Curves and held on to
fifth – he also set fastest lap.
The action in the midfield was just as intense as that
out front. From tenth on the grid, the light-weight of
Simon Robinson’s XR2 allowed him to shoot away and
draw alongside his nephew, Daniel Robinson, on the
row ahead but before the field had reached Redgate the
more powerful STs around him had pushed him back
with Gareth Pilling and Chris Lindley zapping by either
side just before the braking area. Wheelspin had cost
Lindley a little time at the start.
Lindley was running well, passing Pilling into the Old
Hairpin to latch onto the back of D. Robinson through
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Starkey’s Bridge before attempting to pass around the
outside at McLean’s however the pair made contact and
Lindley’s car was turned across the front of Robinson’s
nose forcing Lindley to the inside of the track.
To add to the drama, Matt Pimlott was travelling slowly
on the piece of tarmac that the skidding Lindley was
heading towards as he continued to struggle to find a
gear – he failed to complete a single lap. Fortunately,
Lindley found the grip to be able to jink left to avoid
Pimlott while still giving Pilling room to take advantage
of his woes and pass on his outside.

Michael Blackburn entertains on his
air piano

Simon Robinson was also taking a look down Lindley’s
inside at Coppice but having negotiated the corner
wheel to wheel, Lindley was able to blast away down
the Exhibition Straight.
Lindley got back ahead of Pilling at Redgate where
Chris Flynn tried to follow him through. Things got very
close! Pilling had a big sideways moment but somehow
managed to keep his car on the tarmac with Flynn
behind him. This spot of excitement allowed Lindley to
make a break but further round the lap he missed his
braking point at Coppice and ran wide, dropping down
the order.
Pilling and Flynn battled for seventh although both
were demoted during the course of the race by Daniel
Robinson who was recovering from his opening lap
close encounter with Lindley.
Following his missed braking point at Coppice, Lindley
worked his way up the order to take eighth. Flynn
had held that position for much of the race but in the
closing stages the rear shocker mount snapped as he
approached the chicane. Not wanting to grind to a halt
and bring out the red flags, he pulled off the track. After
he had done so, he was gutted to discover that it was
the final lap of the race and he only needed to negotiate
The Esses to be classified as a finisher!
This meant Pilling took eighth. Having never raced at
Donington he was still learning the secrets of the track
and became a little lonely when his sparring partner,
Flynn, pulled away.
Simon Robinson completed the Top Ten in his Class A
XR2. It quickly became clear that his engine, which had
been rebuilt the previous evening, lacked a little power
and in the closing stages he eased off and cruised home.
Behind him came Peter Futers while twelfth was Ron
Loffstadt who showed more pace this weekend thanks
to his car having received some TLC.
Having struggled with the wrong set up during
qualifying, Daniel Cooper then had a major oil leak
in this race and decided to head home before race
2. Cooper was a little disappointed with the lack of
progress he has made since joining the series however
he received lots of help and advice from Championship
co-ordinator, Dave Fairclough, and everyone else in the
paddock which he was most grateful for. He hopes to
put all the advice to good use when he returns to the
Vinyl Detail ST-XR Challenge at Croft in September.
Our final finisher was Aiden Vickers.
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TOP TRIO

RACE 2

Winner Chris Jones is flanked by Chris
Grimes and Mark Blunt

This race began with something of a duel! Both front
row men, Chris Jones and Michael Blackburn, got away
well and arrived at Redgate side by side. Blackburn
hung on around the outside and stayed there through
Hollywood. This gave him the inside line for the Craner
Curves and enough of an advantage to take the lead at
the Old Hairpin.
Behind the leaders the cars who started third and fourth
on the grid, driven by Mark Blunt and Chris Chisnall,
held their position into Redgate although the latter had
Tensport Performance team mates Sam Beckett and
Chris Grimes looking for a way by on either side of him
before Grimes claimed fifth down the Craner Curves.
Blunt was able to get a run on the 2 leaders coming
out of the Old Hairpin and drew alongside Jones
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through Schwantz Curve but, being on the outside
line at McLean’s, he couldn’t make the move stick.
Nonetheless, he had great speed coming out of the
corner forcing the second placed runner to defend
vigorously into Coppice.
At the end of the opening lap, Jones got a great run
through The Esses. Blackburn initially covered the inside
into Redgate but at the last minute moved left to take
the conventional line enabling Jones to repeat his race
1 pass. Again, Blackburn had to take avoiding action,
more dramatically this time as Jones was carrying more
speed than earlier forcing both to run out of road.
They kept going but Blunt was able to pass Blackburn
for second. Meanwhile, Grimes had also been on the
move, passing Chisnall at Redgate for fourth before

taking third at McLean’s from Blackburn who was still
getting back up to speed having just lost the lead.
Grimes was truly over the post-Anglesey anxieties he
had experienced in race 1 and was really flying along.
On lap 3 he got great drive coming out of Coppice to
take second from Blunt. Leader Jones was now firmly
in his sights!
At McLean’s on the next lap, Blackburn had a look
down the inside of Blunt but couldn’t make the move
stick. The third placed driver was still hampered by the
understeer that had trouble him all weekend. He did
manage to briefly get up to second on the entrance to
The Esses but he ran wide after the first apex allowing
Blunt to regain the position.
Soon Beckett had caught up with this battle for third

and Blackburn had to focus on preventing him from
taking fourth rather than attacking Blunt. However,
this pressure relented when Beckett made a lunge into
Redgate and ended up taking a trip across the gravel,
losing a place to Chris Chisnall in the process.
As the race drew to a close, Grimes got closer and
closer to Jones setting the fastest lap in the process
but the chequered flag came out before he could make
a passing attempt. He later said, he just needed one
more lap!
After Beckett had his off at Redgate, Blackburn reeled
in Blunt once more. He put him under tremendous
pressure but couldn’t find a way by. It was good, clean
racing that they both enjoyed. Blackburn will be looking
to counter his car’s understeer tendencies next time he
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visits Donington!
In fifth, Chisnall had really enjoyed his race weekend
behind the wheel of his newly acquired car. He had
fitted new front tyres to combat the understeer he had
experienced in race 1 but they didn’t make too much
difference.
For this race, Simon Robinson had made a number of
changes to his XR2 in terms of set-up and the timing of
the engine’s ignition. These reaped great benefits. At
the start he passed Chris Lindley and Daniel Robinson
on the row ahead of him so that he was up to seventh
on the run down to Redgate at which point he moved
across to the inside line to defend his position.

Our Championship Co-ordinators
appeared to enjoy the weather!

This tactic worked as he headed down the Craner
Curves snapping at the heals of the battling front 6 as,
a few lengths further back, Chris Lindley established
himself in eighth ahead of Daniel Robinson and by
the time Coppice was reached he was ahead of Dan’s
Uncle Simon thanks to getting a run on him when the
Class A car was boxed in at McLean’s.
At the start of the next lap, Lindley gained another
place when some side-by-side action at Redgate saw
Chris Chisnall run wide and drop a few places. Lindley
wasn’t finished yet as the cars ahead continued to
jockey for position and delay each other. He managed
to get alongside Sam Beckett exiting McLean’s and
braved it out around the outside at Coppice before
moving up to fifth place down the Exhibition Straight.
Beckett repassed him and Lindley was caught by
Robinson’s XR2 which was absolutely flying along.
On lap 3, Robinson outbraked Lindley into The Esses
but as they negotiated the complex, Lindley tagged
the Class A car causing it to spin and then hit it again
at the start of the pits straight. Both cars refired as a
result.
It was a bad day for the Robinson family as Simon’s
nephew, Daniel, retired in the pits at the end of the
following lap.
Gareth Pilling was running right behind these 3 cars
so when they DNFed he was promoted to seventh
although he would have preferred someone to race
with rather than the higher finishing position! He was
also frustrated because, this being his first time at
Donington, he was still learning the track and wasn’t
as fast as he knew he could be.
Finally, Matt Pimlott was able to enjoy a race without
struggling to find gears as he swapped his ‘box for a
used one that someone had available however he then
had further mechanical gremlins in this encounter
in the shape of a mysterious ignition problem. So,
Pimlott was another frustrated driver as he finished
one second behind Pilling.
After his late race dramas in the first encounter, Chris
Flynn repaired his rear shock absorber and motored
home in ninth.
Peter Futers, Ron Loffstadt and Aiden Vickers completed
the finishers. Loffstadt had really enjoyed his weekend
of racing which had been free from drama.
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Anglesey International 18th & 19th June 2022

This report was produced by

www.gramtext.co.uk

Thanks to all the drivers who told their
stories to enable the compilation of this
report
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